Eighteenth-Century Europe Seminar

Seminar: #417

MEETINGS (1965-1966)

Chair: Peter Gay
Co-chair: Professor J. Jean Hecht
Secretary: Mr. Gerald J. Cavenaugh

OCT 20  Seminar members described their works in progress.

NOV 17  *Jacques le fatalist* – Aspects of the Novel
Otis Fellows, Professor of French and Romance Philology, Columbia University

DEC 15  *Goethe's Torquato Tasso*
Peter Gay, Professor of History, Columbia University

JAN 19  *Jonathan Swift*
Donald Greene, Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University

FEB 16  Seminar members discussed the previous meetings.

MAR 16  *The Politics of The Persian Letters*
Orest Ranum, Professor of History, Columbia University

APR 20  *Rousseau and the Origin of Language*
Ronald Grimsley, Professor of French Literature, University of Bristol

MAY 18  *English Architectural Literature before 1800*
Rudolf Wittkower, Professor of Art History and Archeology, Columbia University